AUCTION MANAGER'S MESSAGE
OHNS’s 27nd auction to be held on Saturday January 12, 2019 at the FUN show in Orlando Florida offers a
wide range of classic and modern carvings, OHNS token dies, postcards and other related items. The classic lots
include a good number of nicknamed carvers, some of which are very elusive. This year you will have the rare
opportunity to obtain historic drafts from the Romines’ second book The Hobo Nickel. There are also many
quality original carvings by unknown artists. Also represented in the auction are the works of many
contemporary artists that cover a variety of different subjects. Whatever your level of collecting, there are
plenty of great carvings to add to your collections.
We hope that we get to see many of our members at the FUN Show. For those unable to attend the FUN
Show, the auction lots can also be viewed in on the OHNS web site at www.hobonickels.org. Bid the most you
want to pay for a lot. At the live auction coins we will bid for you up to your maximum amount. You could win
lots for less than your bid. At the show we will have the auctions lots available for you to preview at the OHNS
bourse table on Thursday and Friday and at the OHNS meeting and auction room on Saturday prior to auction
which follows the 10 AM general meeting. I am happy to announce that OHNS Honorary Life Member Allen
Cowart, owner of Cowart Auction Company in Cocoa Florida will be our auctioneer for this auction.
Your bids can be submitted by postal mail or email, but must be received no later than January 3rd. As
in the past no phone bids will be accepted. I can be contacted by email or phone if you have any questions
regarding the auction. Please submit your bids early! I wish you all good luck. Send bids to:
Marc Banks
P.O. Box 5
Avon, CT 06001
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OHNS Auction #27 Rules

Auction #27 Catalog Descriptions

Welcome to the twenty–seventh OHNS Hobo Nickel
Auction! We hope you are successful in obtaining the lot(s)
you bid on and that you enjoy the fun and fellowship of
one of the fastest growing numismatic clubs in the country!
Bid liberally and with confidence that each lot is described
completely and accurately. We ask that you review the
Auction Rules below and adhere to them closely which
will make it a fun auction for everyone. GOOD LUCK!

For those unfamiliar with our OHNS Auction Catalog,
There are several designations and abbreviations used
throughout the catalog.
1. Unless otherwise noted, all carvings described are on
Buffalo (1913-1938) nickels.
2. Each lot with a Quality Designation (QD) has been
reviewed and graded by two authenticators. The
authenticators’ last names appear at the beginning of each
description. The QD or Registration (used in early years)
number is listed in the item description.

1. All lots are guaranteed as described. Any typos or other
errors will be called to your attention at the beginning of
the auction.

3 If the carving’s artist is known, the name is listed and if
the carving is a Classic (old, original) or Modern (carved
since 1980) just below the lot number’s photo.

2. Bidding is open to all paid up (thru 2019) members of
OHNS, and will be conducted on both a Mail Bid and
Floor Bid basis.

4. Right after the “Classic” or “Modern” designation, you
will find a quality designation (Superior, Above Average,
Average) for the carving itself. If the authenticators
disagree as to the carving’s the quality, two levels will be
noted. For example Ave/Ave(L) means the first
authenticator indicated the carving grades Average and the
second authenticator indicates the grade is Average (Low).
Note that abbreviations like Abv for Above, Sup for
Superior and Ave for Average may be used to save space.

3 ALL Mail bids must be sent to Marc Banks, PO Box
5, Avon, CT 06001-0005 and received by January 3,
2019. You may scan your bid sheet and email as an
attachment to Marc at banksmarc@sbcglobal.net. Or call
Marc at 860-658-7482 if you have any questions about
bidding.
4. The certification or quality designation papers for lots
examined by OHNS will accompany each lot unless
otherwise indicated. A photo is also included. No OHNS
QD paperwork for hobo tokens, hobo postcards, and multicoin bulk lots (unless noted).

5. An estimate of the grade of the nickel itself (G or Good,
VG or Very Good, F or Fine, or XF or Extra Fine, etc.) is
also noted just below the coin’s photo.

5. There will be a 10% buyer’s fee and a 5% seller’s fee.

6 If the host coin’s date is legible, the date (and mint mark
if known) is also noted just below the coin’s photo. If the
date has been removed or worn off, the description will be
either “ND” or “No Date.”

6. Owners may submit one (1) mail bid on each of their
coins. This will serve as a “minimum bid” if the owner
desires. NO floor bids will be accepted from an owner
on their coins. If the owner wins his/her own lot, they are
obligated to pay both the 5% seller’s fee and 10% buyer’s
fee. Contact Marc Banks if you have any questions.

7. The lot number descriptions are a summary of the
information provided by the two authenticators on the QD
form. If there is a significant disagreement on the carving
or who the artist is, this will be noted in the description. In
many cases there is not enough room to include all the
Authenticators’ remarks in the catalog descriptions. Please
contact Ralph Winter (see page 3 for contact information)
if you have a question about a particular lot. Also please
note that most all of the modern carvings have been signed
in some manner. Again, contact Ralph Winter if you have a
question about this.

7. NO unlimited bids will be accepted. The Bidder’s
OHNS number must be included on all Mail Bids. This
number will also be your floor bidding number.
8. ALL payments must be made by CHECK (preferred)
or cash only, with checks being made out to Marc
Banks. PLEASE include your OHNS number on all
checks. Have any questions about this sale? Phone Marc at
860-658-7482 or email at banksmarc@sbcglobal.net.
9. Postage and insurance will be added to the invoice for all
successful Mail Bidders.

8. If larger pictures are needed to make a bidding decision,
digital photographs of any lots pictured in this catalog can
be obtained by emailing Ralph Winter (see page 3).

10. All sales are final, and payments must be made
promptly.

9. Any lots where the proceeds are going to a charity or
OHNS will be noted in the catalog.

11. A list of prices realized will appear in the next BoTales
and will also be posted on the OHNS website at:
www.hobonickels.org following the auction. 

10. An Auction 27 Bid Sheet can be found on page 19. You
may photocopy this page. You may also download an
Auction Bid sheet from the OHNS website. 

BoTales
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Lot 1 – Domed Hat Hobo – DONATION

Lot 4 – “Peerless”

Unknown Classic: Average No Date Type 2

Peerless Classic: AbvAve(H)/AbvAve 1913 Type 1 XF

Romines: Microscopic study indicates that a knife, chisel and
metal punch were used to make this carving. The coin date under
the scope) appears to possibly be 1916, 1918 or 1919. The wear
on the carved side is consistent with the wear on the reverse, and
was possibly carved in the early to mid 1920’s. Registration
Number R-034. Auction Estimate: $75-$160

DelFavero/Banks: Nice classic era carving by nicknamed artist
“Peerless” where our artist has added a textured derby hat with
curved brim and shaded band. Also added are ear, head / facial
hair ( braid and neck also contain this feature), notched nose,
double ribbon collar, and shaded shoulder area. Date and
LIBERTY remain intact amongst nicely smoothed field. Low
spots have been darkened and overall toning medium and
uniform. QD 18-AD-016. Auction Estimate: $280-$490

Lot 2 – “Dapper”

Lot 5 – “Rough Beard”

Dapper Classic: Above Average No Date Type 2 VF-XF
DelFavero/Banks: Beautiful example of the work of nicknamed
artist “Dapper” where all details have been engraved. This rare
artist has added a pointed brimmed hat with diagonal shading on
band and line shading on dome. He has also added florentined
wriggle cut head / facial hair, ear, collar with lapel, and shoulder
area. Date has been removed while LIBERTY remains mostly
intact. Fields are finely dressed and toning is medium with some
darkening added. QD 18-AD-014. Auction Estimate: $210-$360

Rough Beard Classic: Above Average 1913 T1 VF-XF
DelFavero/Banks: Nice classic era rendering by nicknamed artist
“Rough Beard” where he has added a pointed brim derby style
hat with curved band. Also added are the telltale ear, choppy
style head/facial hair, altered profile, punched nostril, worked
neck, and double row collar. Date and LIBERTY remain in a
nicely dressed field. Coin features a uniform medium tone with
some darkening. QD 18-AD-017. Auction Estimate: $180-$360

Lot 3 – “Flat Nose”

Lot 6 – “Smokin’ Joe”

Flat Nose Classic: Above Average 1914 XF

Smokin’ Joe Classic: Above Average 1913 T2 XF

DelFavero/Banks: This unknown classic carver is known for his
skillfully carved nickels and this specimen is no exception. “Flat
Nose” has combined a number of different carving techniques to
create an example of the standard style hobo nickel with eye
appealing modifications. This piece has a nice gray toning and
great contrast. QD 18-AD-15. Auction Estimate: $230-$415
BoTales

Classic carving by “Smokin Joe”. This example is scarce as it
lacks the cigarette usually seen on works by this carver. Nice
overall work, dense punching has resulted in curly hair and full
beard, both of which have been darkened creating great contrast.
A small ear is surrounded by the hair. Nicely dressed fields. Nice
eye appeal. QD 18-AD-018. Auction Estimate: $160-$300
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Lot 7 – Men Wearing Caps

Lot 10 – Large Eared Man & Oriental Princess

John DeMarco and Ray Castro Modern

Tony Lewis and Paolo Curcio Modern

Both of the above carvings are by contemporary artists. Man
wearing a backwards baseball cap is on a 1936 VF nickel. The
second carving is by Ray Castro on a 1928 nickel. No QD
paperwork with this lot.

Tony Lewis large eared man is on a 1936 Indian head nickel. The
Oriental Princess is by modern carver Paolo Curcio and is on a
1935 Indian head nickel. No QD paperwork with this lot.

Lot 11 – 10 Postcards - DONATION

Lot 8 – Turtle and Big Lipped Man

Mike Barbera and Terri Barbera Modern
Husband and wife carvers created the above carved coins. The
reverse carving turtle by Mike Barbera is on a 2003 Jefferson
nickel. The large lipped man was executed by Terri Barbera on a
1920 Indian head nickel. No QD paperwork with this lot.

Lot 9 – Two Hatless Men

Bulk lot of ten old hobo related postcards.
No QD papers with this lot.

Larry Foster and Tom Mathews Modern
The left facing man with curly hair and beard is by contemporary
artist Larry Foster. The carving was executed on a 1988 Jefferson
nickel changed to “1938.” Modern carver titled the hatless man
on the right “The Preacher.” Carving is executed on a 1937
Indianhead nickel. No QD papers with this lot.

BoTales
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Lot 12 – King and Gorilla

Lot 15 – Feathered Hat Man and Asian

John Carter and Stephen Cox Modern

John Dorusa Modern

A carving depicting a king by contemporary artist John Carter on
a 1934 nickel. The second coin is a reverse carving of a gorilla
on a 1936 nickel by modern artist Stephen Cox . No QD papers
with this lot..

A bulk lot of two carved nickels by modern artist John Dorusa.
The first is on a 1937 nickel and depicts a bearded man wearing a
hat with a feather . The second 1936 nickel depicts a man
wearing a coolie style Asian hat. No QD paperwork.

Lot 13 – Prussian Soldier
Lot 16 – Men Carved on 1913 Type 2 Nickels

Unknown Classic: Average High 1913 Type 2 AU
DelFavero/Banks This artist has created a World War 1 themed
rendering by adding a spiked Prussian helmet, outlined ear, cross
hatched hair, upturned moustache, modified eye, crows feet, and
collar with stars. This coin has a lot of charm even though the
work is a little juvenile with adopted punching and engraving
use. LIBERTY and date remain intact, with field left with
choppy texture behind head. Toning is medium, cream color and
un-even. QD 18-AD-030. Auction Estimate: $165-$290

Unknown Classics
A bulk lot of two classic carved hobo nickels. Both depict
bearded men wearing derby hats. Both are also executed on 1913
Type 2 XF Indian head nickels. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 17 – XF Carved Indian Head Nickels
Lot 14 – Two Modern Carved Nickels

Unknown Classics
Two classic carvings of bearded men wearing hats. Both nickels
are XF coins. The first is a 1913 Type 1 and the second a 1937.
No QD papers with this lot. Auction Estimate: $135-$235

Unknown Moderns
A two coin bulk lot of two modern carvings by unknown carvers.
The first depicts a bearded man wearing a low hat on a 1935
nickel. The second coin has been executed on a 1937 Indian head
nickel. No QD paperwork with this lot.

BoTales
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Lot 18 – Carousel Horse and Thin Necked Man

Lot 21 – Resin Castings – DONATION

Robert Morris and Chad Smith Moderns

Bulk lot of three resin casings of their carved coins by original
artists. The Sherlock Holmes and walking hobo are by Pedro
Villarrubia and the distinguished gentleman wearing a top hat by
Blanca de la Hoz. No QD paperwork with this lot. The proceeds
from this lot are a donation to the Archie Taylor Memorial
Scholarship Fund.

Pedro Villarrubia and Blanca de la Hoz Modern

Bulk two coin lot of 1937 dated Indian head nickels. The first
carved nickel depicts a carousel horse and was executed by
modern carver Robert Morse. Contemporary carver Chad Smith
created the second coin design of a man with a thin neck and
low derby hat. No QD paperwork with this lot.

Lot 22 – Archie Taylor Elongate – DONATION

Lot 19 – Long Haired Man and Skull

Shane Jameson and John Hughey Moderns
Bulk two coin lot of 1936 dated Indian head nickels. The first
coin is by modern carver Shane Jameson of a man with long hair,
large ear and a tall hat. The second carving, by modern carver
John Hughey is of a human skull. No QD paperwork with this
lot.

Archie Taylor Modern

Lot 20 – Indian Chiefs

The above coin was carved by Archie Taylor and then run
through Ray Dillard’s elongate press at the 2011 FUN Show. No
QD paperwork with this lot. The proceeds from this lot are a
donation to the Archie Taylor Memorial Scholarship Fund.

Lot 23 – Two Hobo Nickels

Bulk two coin lot where the subject is an Indian chief. The first
carved nickel is on a 1913 Type 1 nickel and is by contemporary
carver Gediminas (Gedi) Palsis. Modern artist Darin Bilstad
executed hid Indian chief on a 1936 dated nickel. No QD
paperwork with this lot.

BoTales

Unknown Classics?
Bulk two coin lot of classic carvings of bearded men wearing
hats. The first has been executed on a 1913 dated coin. Second
coin is undated and may be modern? No QD paperwork with this
lot.
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Lot 24 – “Spiffy”

2008 OHNS Token Obverse

Lot 27 – Men with Large Ears

Spiffy Classic: Above Average No Date XF
DelFavero/Banks: A great example by nicknamed artist “Spiffy”
where he has added the telltale wide brimmed hat with adorned
band. Also added are ear, head / facial hair, tall collar, and low
riding lapel. Unaltered profile. All work is engraved and punched
with LIBERTY left intact and date removed. Field is nicely
dressed with medium toning, and darkening added to low spots.
QD 18-AD-19. Auction Estimate: $250-$385

Unknown Classics

Lot 25 – “Sponge Beard”

A bulk lot of two classic carved hobo nickels where the subject is
a bearded man wearing a hat. The first is executed on a 1913
Type 1 VF nickel. The second is on a no date type 2 AU coin. No
QD paperwork with this lot: Auction Estimate: $220-$360

Lot 28 – Man with Pipe & Man with Large Collar

Sponge Beard Classic: Average H 1919 G
DelFavero/Banks: A nice rendering by nicknamed artist “Sponge
Beard” where he has added a wavy brimmed hat with a deeply
textured band. Also added are C shaped ear, punched head /
facial hair with squared off beard that extends to edge, ground
down textured neck and punched line collar. Partial Date as well
as partial LIBERTY remain on well-worn host coin. Field over
hat has been dug out deep and textured with Florentine or liner
tool. Toning is medium to dark with darkening added to low
spots to enhance relief. QD 18-AD-20. Auction Estimate: $125$235

Unknown Classics
A bulk lot of two classic carved hobo nickels. The subject in the
first carving is smoking a pipe. The coin is a 1914 XF. The
second coin is a 1913 Type 2 XF. No QD paperwork with this
lot. Auction Estimate: $250-$350

Lot 29 – Two Classic Carvings

Lot 26 – Retired OHNS Token Die

Unknown Classics
A bulk lot of two classic carved hobo nickels depicted men with
beards and wearing derbies. The first coin is a 1914 XF nickel.
The second coin is undated but is also an XF example. No QD
paperwork with this lot. Auction Estimate: $240-$470

OHNS Token Die Modern
Retired obverse die for the 2008 OHNS annual token. Die by
Steve Campbell. No QD paperwork with this lot.
BoTales
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Lot 30 – Clown and Viking Warrior

Keith Pedersen and Owen Covert Modern
Bulk lot of two modern hobo nickels. The first carving is of a
clown on a 1929 Indian head nickel by Keith Pedersen. The
second coin is of a Viking warrior on a 1935 nickel by Owen
Covert. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 31 – Poncho Villa and Dapper Gent

Elmer Villarin and Mike Pezak Modern
Bulk lot of two modern hobo nickels. The first is a depiction of
Poncho Villa. The artist is Elmer Villarin and the host coin is a
1935 nickel. The second coin is a nice carving of a very dapper
gentleman. The carver is Mike Pezak. The nickel’s date has been
removed. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 32 – 10 Hobo Related Postcards - DONATION

Bulk lot of ten hobo related old postcards. No QD papers with
this lot.
Bo Tales
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Lot 33 – Retired OHNS Token Die

.Lot 36

– Pipe Smoking Man and Indian

OHNS Token Die Modern

Probable J. Allen and Unknown Moderns

Retired reverse die for both the 2006 and 2011 OHNS annual
tokens. It was designed by Ron Landis. No QD paperwork with
this lot.

Bulk lot of two modern carvings. The pipe smoker is on a 1926
nickel and is probably by J. Allen or possibly J. Press. The
second carving is by an unknown carver and was done on a 1937
D nickel. No QD Paperwork with this lot.

Lot 37 – Hand Written Draft of The Hobo Nickel

2011 OHNS Token Reverse

Lot 34 – Train and Engineer (6 Hobo Nickels)

Stephen Cox Modern
Engineer, Engine and 4 cars all carved on 1936 dated nickels by
Stephen Cox. An early work by this modern carver. No QD
paperwork with this lot.

Lot 35 – Large Head Man & Small Head Man

Unknown Classics

This lot is a handwritten draft by Del Romines of the book The
Hobo Nickel. This is the first of four drafts for this book.
Comments, etc. by Bill Fivaz are in red.in Bill's words, “This is
the Genesis of the work!” No QD paperwork with this lot.

Bulk lot of two classic carvings. The first bearded man is on a
1913 Type 2 Indian head Fine nickel. The second carving of a
man with a small head is on a type 2 XF nickel with the date
removed. No QD Paperwork with this lot.
BoTales
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Lot 38 – Draft 2 of The Hobo Nickel

Lot 40 – Final Draft of The Hobo Nickel

This second draft contains additional edits and comments. No
photos have been incorporated into this copy. This lot includes a
copy of picture of King Cadwell 1939. No QD Papers with this
lot.

This lot is the Final Draft prior to the printing of The Hobo
Nickel by Joyce Ann Romines. It displays the final cover with
some handwritten notations. This copy shows photos to be used
for the book and is a total of 108 pages. No QD Papers with this
lot.

Lot 39 – Draft 3 of The Hobo Nickel

Lot 41 – Copy of The Hobo Nickel

The cover for the book first appears in this draft. In this 109 page
copy blanks have been place for photo placements. Additional
edits are also present. This lot includes a copy of picture of King
Cadwell 1939. No QD Papers with this lot.
BoTales

Published copy of The Hobo Nickel. Like brand new condition.
Pages are pristine. No QD Papers with this lot.
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Lot 42 – Ten Hobo Postcards - DONATION

Lot 44 – Chuckles and Jolly Roger

John Hughey and Tony Grat Modern
Two coin modern lot. The first coin is by modern carver John
Hughey and is on a 1936 nickel. Tony Grat has created the
second carving he calls Jolly Roger on a type 2 nickel with the
date removed. No QD Papers with this lot.

Lot 45 – Big and Small Eared Man

Shane Hunter and John DeMarco Modern
Bulk lot of two modern hobo nickels. The first is by Shane
Hunter and depicts a bearded man with a large ear. The host coin
is a 1935 nickel. The second carving is by John DeMarco and
depicts a man wearing a large brimmed hat and handle bar like
moustache. Coin is a 193? Nickel. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 46 – Plain Hat and Jeweled Hat Man
Bulk lot of ten old hobo related postcards. No QD papers with
this lot.

Lot 43 – Man with Large Hat & Unfinished Hobo

Matthew Petit de Mange and Larry Foster Modern
Bulk lot of two modern hobo nickels. The first coin depicts a
bearded/mustached man on a type 2 nickel with the date
removed. The second carving is by Larry Foster and is a nice
carving of a bearded man wearing a derby with an embedded
Tanzanite stone. The host coin is a 1937 nickel. There are no QD
papers with this lot.

Unknown Carvers Classics?
Lot of two hobo nickel carvings. The first is of a man with a
large hat and punched beard type 2 nickel with date removed.
The second coin is a 1930S nickel and does not appear to be
finished. Could be modern. No QD papers with this lot.
BoTales
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Lot 47 – Pig and Man with Full Beard

Lot 50 – Bearded Man Wearing Flat Hat

Don Wolfe and Tony Lewis Modern

Unknown Classic: Above Average 1915D F

Bulk Lot of two classic hobo nickels. Two nice modern carvings
executed on 1937 Indian head nickels. The first is a reverse
carving of a pig by Don Wolfe, The second is by Tony Lewis and
depicts a full bearded man wearing a hat. No QD papers with this
lot.

Fivaz/Wilson: This totally carved coin is very dark resulting
from natural toning. The beard is “swirly;” the collar, hat and
hatband nicely done. The field behind the figure is also nicely
dressed, creating a “cameo-type” raised rim in that area. A very
eye-appealing coin. Registration/QD number F-554. Auction
Estimate: $175-$300

Lot 48 – “The X-Filer”

Lot 51 – Man Wearing Stippled Derby Hat

The X-Filer Classic: Above Average 1913 Type 1 XF

Unknown Classic: AbvAve(L)/AbvAve ND T2 XF

Banks/Alpert: Well-formed derby with a pointed brim, band with
bow and crown accented with vertical and horizontal lines. Small
punched ear. Overlapping punching for the hair, moustache and
beard. Creases on brow and nicely modified eye. Profile
unaltered, slight modification to nostril and open mouth. Three
cut lines form a double collar. Fields behind and above the head
are recessed. Good contrast and eye appeal. QD 14-MB-053.
Carver named after QD written. Auction Estimate: $225-$400

Banks/DelFavero: A nice classic era carving showing
modifications to the original host coin. A textured hat, ear,
head/facial hair, collar and eye work have all been added by way
of graver, liner tool and punch. Nice field work with minimal
alteration to profile. LIBERTY and date removed. Cut lines form
a simple open collar. QD 12-MB-118. Auction Estimate: $130$240

Lot 52 – Man with Hat; Zigzag Design Hatband

Lot 49 – First Archie eBay Coin – DONATION

Auc. Est. $100-$200

Unknown Classic: Above Average 1913-P T2 XF/AU
Alpert/Fivaz: The shallow hat rides high on head; has a zigzag
wriggle cut hatband. Deeply carved hair, moustache & beard;
beard extends to coin border. Small ear with deep interior. Nose
slightly altered; raised metal nostril. Simple collar and chiseldressed field behind head. Registration/QD Number not listed.
Auction Estimate: $160-$290

Archie Taylor Modern
This is the first hobo nickel the late Archie Taylor offered for
sale on eBay (March of 2008). The host coin is a 1928 or 1926
Indian head nickel. This lot is a donation to the Archie Taylor
Memorial Scholarship Fund. No QD papers with this lot.
BoTales
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Lot 53 – Man with Long Beard

Lot 56 – Woman and Clean Shaven Man

Unknown Classic: Average(H)/Average 1935S VF

Dave Jones and Dave London Moderns

Alpert/Fivaz: The subject is wearing a large hat with a simple
bow on the band. His hair, beard, and moustache were punched.
He has a lit cigarette in his mouth, a notch at the top of his nose,
a small ear, and a double collar. The field was chisel-dressed.
Straight lines were used for the collar. The field was dressed but
BERTY remains. QD/Registration number not listed. Auction
Estimate: $175-$285

Lot of two carvings by contemporary artists. The first carving of
a woman on a 1935 nickel Dave Jones calls “Ditzy.” The second
coin is a 1937 nickel on which Dave London portrayed a clean
shaven man wearing a hat. No QD papers with this lot.

Lot 57 – “Wild Man”

Lot 54 – Two Classic Hobo Carvings

Wild Man Classic: AboveAverage(H) ND T2 XF
DelFavero/Banks: A nice rare smaller or shorter head carving by
“Wild Man” Pointed brimmed derby hat with band, ear,
head/facial hair with sharp ended beard, heavily altered profile,
eye, punched nostril, turned down mouth, and collar with lapel.
Field has the very usual stippling which extends from behind the
head over the hat to in front of eye. Date and LIBERTY removed
and toning is mild to medium. All work is engraved and
punched. QD 18-AD-021. Auction Estimate: $350-$635

Unknown Classics
Two nicely executed classic carvings of bearded men wearing
derby style hats. The first coin is a type 2 nickel with the date
removed. The second coin is a 1916 Fine. No QD paperwork
with this lot. Auction Estimate: $200-$375

Lot 58 – “Tall Ear”

Lot 55 – Grinning Viking Warrior and Red Baron

Gediminas Palsis and Pedro Villarrubia Moderns

Tall Ear Classic: AbvAve(H)/AbvAve 1913 T1 AU/XF

Two hobo nickels by talented modern artists. The first has been
executed on a 1930S nickel and depicts a grinning Viking
Warrior. The carver is Gediminas Palsis. The second carving on
a 1927 nickel is of the Red Baron with a WWI plane above the
subject. This design is the creation of Pedro Villarrubia. No QD
paperwork with these coins.

BoTales

DelFavero/Banks: A fine example by “Tall Ear” where he has
added a shorter derby hat with long textured rectangular brim,
and adorned band. Also added are typical well shaped longer ear,
punched head/facial hair with Amish style beard, with a very
slight moustache, altered profile, cleaned neck, and a variation of
the usual collar. Date and LIBERTY are left intact in a nicely
dressed field. QD 18-AD-022. Auction Estimate: $230-$450
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Lot 59 – “Braidy”

Lot 62 – “Peanut Ear”

Braidy Classic: Average High 1913 T2 XF

Peanut Ear Classic: Above Average(L) 1913 T1 XF

DelFavero/Banks: Nicely toned classic carving by “Braidy.”.
Short brimmed derby incorporates the design of the host coin
into the crown. Crescent shaped ear. Neatly punched hair,
moustache and beard. Characteristic punching over the braid.
Modification of the profile (nose). Cut lines for collar with
ribbons still visible. Clean fields with LIBERTY left intact.
Nice eye appeal. QD 18-AD-023. Auction Estimate: $175-$360

DelFavero/Banks: This fine example by well-known artist
“Peanut Ear” qualifies as a variety of the normal, high count,
usual, rendering. The artist has added all the telltale attributes
with the head hair differing in manufacture from the beard and
moustache. A mixture of a fine chisel and the often used crescent
punch is used for the facial hair and the chisel is utilized
exclusively in the head amendments. Seagull collar also includes
a curved cut to outline a shoulder, with all other traits being
regular. LIBERTY and date remain intact, with field and neck
area peened. Toning is gray and caramel in color, with darkening
added. QD 18-AD-025. Auction Estimate: $210-$415

Lot 60 – Cowboy and Mercury

Lot 63 – Retired OHNS Token Die

Joey Blaylock and Mike Branham Modern
A two coin modern lot. The man wearing a western style hat is
by contemporary artist Joey Blaylock and is on a 1936 dated
nickel. Mercury is the subject of the second coin executed on a
1930 Indian head nickel by Mike Branham. No QD papers with
this lot.

OHNS Token Die Modern
Retired reverse die for 2008 OHNS annual token. Die by Stephen
Campbell. No QD paperwork with this lot.

Lot 61 – “Smoothie”

Lot 64 – Bald Man Wearing a Bowtie

Smoothie Classic: Average Low 1913 T1 XF

Bill Jameson Modern: Superior 1937 XF

DelFavero/Banks: Classic carving by unknown carver nicknamed
“Smoothie.” Nicely modified profile and more detail to ear than
seen on many examples. This example displays less smoothing
than typically seen on works by this carver, but display the
typical characteristics of this carver. Despite some roughness to
hat and fields, the carving has a good overall look. QD 18-AD24. Auction Estimate: $105-$225
BoTales

DelFavero/Banks: Modern artist Bill Jameson has created one of
his unmistakable characters by using his fine engraving and
finishing skills. The end product is a balding man with big lips,
engraved side hair, large ear, total facial amendments, collar,
bow tie, and chest area. LIBERTY and date remain intact on this
gray toned incredible rendering. QD 18-AD-27.
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Lot 65 – Hobo Nickels

Lot 66 – Bearded Man Wearing Textured Hat

Unknown Classic: Above Average (H) ND XF/VF
DelFavero/Banks: The unknown artist that made this piece was
quite talented and more than likely had engraving skills. He has
added a textured hat complete with bow and band, well placed,
raised ear, fine head/facial hair, collar, lapel, shoulder, eye,
forehead lines, and eye brow. Field work is very nice with
LIBERTY and date removed. Our artist has combined engraving,
burnishing and punching for this fine medium toned outcome.
Nice gray toning. Loads of eye appeal. QD 18-AD-026. Auction
Estimate: $230-$485

December 31st Deadline for Submission
There’s still time to apply for a Del Romines OHNS
Scholarship to one of the 2019 ANA Summer Seminar
sessions in Colorado Springs. You need to be an OHNS
member for at least three years and not be in arrears on
dues. You also need to submit in writing (not email) a
short essay (approximately 150 words) on why you
should receive a scholarship and what course you may
wish to take. Email education@money.org or phone
719-482-9850 for information on classes.
In addition to the essay, you need to include your
name, age (if less 18 or less), mailing address, phone
number, and, if you have one, your email address.
Please also provide both your ANA (if applicable) and
OHNS member numbers. Please mail to Bill Fivaz,
PO Box 888660, Atlanta, GA 30356-0660.
Applications must be postmarked no later than
December 31, 2018.
After the net proceeds from the annual OHNS FUN
Show Auction are made available, the board will
determine and notify the winners. The scholarship will
pay for the tuition, room, and meals at Colorado
College, and possibly some extra for travel expenses.
Please understand that being qualified and having
successfully applied does not guarantee that you will
be awarded a scholarship.

1982 First Printing edition of the Delma K. Romines
book Hobo Nickels. Copy is autographed by Delma
Romines as noted above. Cover has some light
staining but book pages are all clean and pristine. No
QD paperwork with this lot.
BoTales

To attend winners must be ANA members. ANA
dues are $28 a year with online delivery of The
Numismatist or $46 a year with monthly mail delivery of
the magazine. See www.money.org for details. 
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FUN 2019 Auction Catalog ~ MAIL BID SHEET ~ OHNS Members ONLY!
MUST be Received NO LATER than Thursday, January 3, 2019
OHNS Member#:__________ Name:_____________________________________ Phone#:___________________
Address:____________________________________ City:___________________ State:_____ ZIP:___________
Email Address:____________________________________________________________________________

Mail to: Marc Banks, PO Box 5, Avon, CT 60001-0005

LOT#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

BID

LOT#

Email: banksmarc@sbcglobal.net

BID

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

LOT#

BID

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

If you have a scanner and Internet access, you can go to: www.hobonickels.org and download and
print the mail bid sheet there; enter your bids into the Acrobat (.pdf) document; scan and attach
scanned file to an Email and send to Marc Banks. When you save the file, please include your last
name in the file title.
BoTales
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